The most important of these is the CD which is the lowest lying G = -1 state and which has a relatively large partial width to Try. Other candidates are the cp (which has a very small decay rate into n-p and presumably even a smaller rate to ny) (5) , the Al (if it exists) and the A2. The 'I, P, X0, f", f* and u do not contribute to (2). A rough estimate for the sign and magnitude of.the dispersion integral in (2) can be obtained by assuming that it is dominated by the contribution of the cc).
Using the narrow resonance approximation and neglecting terms of order ill 2 (f)
we find: (6) 
Where rfl is the charge radius of the pion and CJ" is the total absorption cross-section for isovector photons in a given s-channel isospin. The resonances which contribute to (4) are the same as those contributing to our sum rule (2). In both cases, the CD and A2 are, presumably, the most important states. Approximating the integrals in both (2) and (4) and r = 0.82 f (the experimental charge radius of the proton). If we P include the Al contribution as an additional unknown quantity in Eqs. (2) and (4) we can still derive (6) but not (5).
A surprising relation is obtained when we assume m-dominance for the sum rules (2) and (4), and eliminate p(W +ny). We find:
This result differs by a factor 2 from the prediction of the vector meson dominance model for the pion form factor, which gives:
We suspect, although we have not been able to prove it, that this factor of 2 is related to the similar factor which we find when we compare the Cabibbo-Radicati sum rule to the Dashen-Gell-Mann-Lee (13) sun rule. (14) 4. Another interesting relation follows when we relate Eq. (3) to the well known relation:
CX m3 u2 r(W -+fly) = UP 24.mij (9) where p and m P N are, respectively, the total magnetic moment and the mass 05) of the proton.
Eq. (9) was first derived on the basis of the quark model and was recently rederived 06) using saturation and pole dominance assumptions on sum rules obtained from the algebra of currents at infinite momentum. Eqs. (3) and (9) 
This result is identical (apart from replacing mu, by mp) to the prediction derived by Fubini and Segre WJ) while saturating their sup&convergent dispersion relation for n-p scattering by the R and w.intermediate states.
Notice, however, that their result is derived from a spin-flip, I = 1 t-channel amplitude which has nothing to do with our non-spin-slip I = 2 amplitude.
6. In addition to the sum rule (2) for Compton scattering on pions, we can derive similar relations for any I 2 1 hadron. The simplest of these'is a relation for yC scattering:
dV Yf YCO-1 (13) where, again, the integral converges if cx Iz2(0) < 0. We find it very hard to compare (13) and that the sum rule may be satisfied. This will be tested, of course, only when the Co lifetime and the Y* radiative decay widths are measured.
7. We can generalize our approach to SU(3) and assume that meson trajectories in the 27 representation have Q 27(O) < O* Th -is immediately leads to many new sum rules which we can now write not only for I = 2 t-channel amplitudes but also for I = 0 and I = 1, provided that they belong to the 27.
From a long list of sum rules which can be derived in this way, we mention here only two examples which deal with the I = 0 part of the 27:
where u(x) E uyx(V). If cY27(0) < 0 for e components of the 27, the integrals will converge and the sum rules may be obeyed. One should remember, however, that small deviations ,from SU(3) symmetry may follow a pattern that will prevent (14) and (15) 
